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MessageSolution Introduces

Enterprise Email Archive
Version 5.6
The next generation of MessageSolution’s award-winning Enterprise Email
Archive software line delivers the most competitive features for today’s
enterprises’ auditing and litigation support needs.
Ease the burden of legal analysis with:
∙ Annotation
∙ Litigation hold
∙ Classification search
∙ Email tagging

Improve internal audit efforts with:
∙ Enhanced archiving status reports
∙ Graphic charts for classified reports
∙ Message analysis with directional graphics
For end-users, Enterprise Email Archive 5.6’ s web interface features a
revamped, streamlined design.
Enterprise Email Archive 5.6 provides enhanced user management features
for IT administrators. Configurable Scheduled Archiving and Mailbox Manager
sections also allow administrators to easily bypass bottlenecks and conflicts.
IT admins will love how Enterprise Email Archive 5.6 saves them hours by
performing automatic back ups, providing global access to multiple archive
repositories, and requiring only one easy install for all compatible servers.
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Enterprise Email Archive 5.6
N ew Features
UI revamped for easier navigation with a modern design
Ability to archive from Exchange, Domino, GroupWise,
Pop, and/or IMAP servers from one installation of
Enterprise Email Archive
Improved user management for distinguishing
users in enterprise environments
Improved global access to multiple Enterprise Email
Archive repositories using distributed servers list/setting
Automatic back up of data folder for ease of support,
DR, and DCP
Configurable Scheduled Archiving windows for archiving
start and end times, to bypass bottlenecks and conflicts
for both legacy emails and ongoing scheduled archiving

Now You Can Tag Messages!
Users can define tags for archived
messages to use as search
parameters. Default tags are…

Configurable Mailbox Manager windows for archiving
start and end times to bypass bottlenecks and conflicts

Confidential
Privileged
Personal
Reviewed
Responsive
Notify HR

Notes may be associated with archived mail for tracking
and internal use
Archived messages can be put on "Litigation Hold" to
fulfill legal responsibilities and leverage responsive mail
User-definable classification of mail, with access
controls to set pre-defined searches to streamline
administration and auditing

System Requirements:
- Pentium IV 800MHZ or above

Detailed Archiving Status reports

- 2-4GB RAM

Graphic chart of classified messages to easily break
down archived messages
Ad hoc analysis reports of user-definable message flow
in an environment with graphic tree options

- 40GB hard disk (a separate disk array for storage)
- Internet Explorer 6, Firefox 1.x
- 1 Network Interface card
- The machine can access DNS service
- The machine can connect to the email server
- Linux 2.6, Windows 2000 or 2003, Solaris

MessageSolution, Inc.
MessageSolution delivers the technology and infrastructure for total compliance. As the leader in
compliance technology and data storage management, MessageSolution applies specialized expertise
and advanced technology to create products that help clients meet their critical storage, archiving,
compliance, and data retrieval needs
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